Let Ω be a smooth bounded domain in R n , 0 < s < ∞ and 1 ≤ p < ∞. We prove that C 
Introduction
Let Ω be a smooth bounded domain in R n , n ≥ 2. [The questions we will consider are already interesting when Ω is a cube or a ball.] The first topic that we will address is whether C When s > 1 is not an integer, we write s = m +σ, m ∈ N, 0 < σ < 1, and then a standard norm on Many special cases were already known (see the beginning of Section 2), but the case where n ≥ 3, s < 1 and 2 ≤ sp < n was left open (see [13, Conjecture 2] ). This is an interesting and unusual situation where density holds and lifting fails; more precisely, there exists some u ∈ W s,p (Ω ; S (Ω; R) [5] . The proof of Theorem 1, which is presented in Section 2, relies on a new approximation result, valid only when 0 < s < 1, which is discussed below (this is the content of Theorems 5 and 6). This original construction has its own interest and we believe that it might be useful in other contexts. An important feature of Theorem 5 is that it does not use any kind of smoothing or averaging. Hence it is especially appropriate in situations where maps take values into an arbitrary given set -not necessarily a manifold. Remark 1.1. A completely different proof of Theorem 1 for the case n ≥ 3, s < 1 and 2 ≤ sp < n can be found in [14] . The main ingredient is the (non trivial) factorization theorem which asserts that each u ∈ W . This question is answered in [14] . Roughly speaking, we are able to define a distributional Jacobian J u for every u ∈ W s,p (Ω ; S In the range 1 ≤ sp < 2, the substitute of C ∞ (Ω ; S 1 ) for density purposes is the following class, inspired by the important work of Bethuel and Zheng [4] and Bethuel [3] :
(Ω ; S 1 ); u is smooth outside some finite union of (n − 2) − manifolds}.
For completeness, we recall the following known result. If s = 1, Theorem 2 was obtained by Bethuel and Zheng [4] when n = 2 and by Bethuel [3] when n ≥ 3. Other special cases were treated by Hardt, Kinderlehrer and Lin [18] and by Rivière [24] . In [7] , Theorem 2 was proved for s = 1 2 and p = 2; the argument in [7] extends readily to the full range 0 < s < 1, 1 ≤ sp < 2; this is done in [14] . Finally, when s > 1 Theorem 2 was established by Bousquet [8] .
We next consider the more general situation where the target space (Ω ; N); see Corollary 3.1. Our main result in Section 3 is a fractional version of a remarkable result of Bethuel [3] , which asserts that, when n ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ p < n, the class R 1,p = {u ∈ W 1,p (Ω ; N); u is smooth outside some finite union of (n − [p] − 1) − manifolds} is dense in W 1,p (Ω; N) (with [ ] denoting the integer part). When 0 < s < 1, we prove Theorem 3. Assume that n ≥ 2, 0 < s < 1 and sp < n. Then (Ω; N). For the case sp < 1, see Section 3.2; the case sp ≥ n is handled as in [26] , [15] . On the other hand, given any s > 0 and p ≥ 1 such that 1 ≤ sp < n, there exists some manifold N such that C and apply Theorem 4 below. Remark 1.4. With more work, it is possible to improve the conclusion of Theorem 3 by replacing, in the definition of the class R s,p , "u continuous" by "u smooth". This requires a smoothing procedure. Such a procedure with s = 1 (in the spirit of the proof of the H = W theorem of Meyers and Serrin) is described in [11] . This can be adapted to arbitrary s, but will not be detailed here. Remark 1.5. When 1 < p < ∞ and s = 1− 1 p , Theorem 3 was proved by Mucci [23] , using a method inspired by Bethuel [3] and completely different from ours. It is not clear whether this kind of method might lead to a proof of Theorem 3.
Recall the following result due to Bethuel [3] : Assume that Ω is a ball (or a cube). For p < n, C ∞ (Ω ; N) is dense in W 1,p (Ω ; N) if and only if π [p] (N) = 0. The extension of this result to s = 2, 3, . . . can be found in Bousquet, Ponce and Van Schaftingen [9] . A partial analog in our situation is For special target manifolds N, Theorem 4 was obtained by Bousquet, Ponce and Van Schaftingen [10] .
When Ω is more complicated, one may still give necessary and sufficient conditions for the density of C The main idea for the proof of Theorem 1. We describe here, without proof, the basic tool, namely approximation by piecewise j-homogeneous maps.
For simplicity, we explain our construction first in 3 . One may extend g to Q in two steps: first, by homogeneous extension on each face of ∂Q, next by homogeneous extension from ∂Q to Q. This extension will be again called "homogeneous". Similarly, given a map defined on the 0-skeleton (=union of vertices) of Q, one may extend it in three steps "homogeneously" to Q. More generally, if K is the j-skeleton of the cube
, obtained in (n− j) steps. Such a map will be called j-homogeneous. One can also consider the more general situation where the cube is replaced by a finite mesh C = ∪ i Q i and extend maps defined on the j-skeleton of C to "piecewise j-homogeneous" maps on C .
We may now state our main approximation result. 
, f k is the j-homogeneous extension of its re-
When j = n − 1, the main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 5 is presented in Section 4; Section 5 treats the case where j ≤ n − 2 and contains the proof of ; see Lemma 4.9 in Section 4. One may extend the argument given there in order to prove that, for any p and j, non constant smooth maps cannot be approximated in W 1,p (Ω) by piecewise j-homogeneous maps associated to meshes contained in ω.
The technique of homogeneous extensions has roots in White [28] , who used it in the study of topological invariants of W 1,p maps between manifolds. Homogeneous extensions were also used by Bethuel [3] in his proof of the W 1,p versions of Theorems 3 and 4. We point out that our method is different from Bethuel's one. His method involves smoothing of u on a set A ⊂ Ω such that Ω \ A is small. Homogeneous extensions are used only in Ω \ A. In our approach, homogeneous extensions are used in all of Ω.
The main results of this paper have been mentioned in personal communications starting in 2003 and a sketch of proof can be found in [20] and [21] . Since then, several papers have addressed related questions. 
. Argue by contradiction as in [26] . Then there is some small r > 0 such that, possibly after passing to a subsequence, u k → u in W s,p (C(0, r)); here, C(0, r) is the circle of radius r centered at the origin.
When sp = 1, convergence need not be uniform anymore. However, we know that W s,p (C(0, r))⊂ VMO with continuous embedding, see e. g. [15] . We conclude as above using the continuity of the degree under BMO convergence [15] .
When Ω ⊂ R n , with n ≥ 3, one argues similarly using the map u(x) = (x 1 , x 2 ) We next turn to the case 0 < s < 1 and 2 ≤ sp < n, which is the only one really new.
Proof of Theorem 1. We assume that 0 < s < 1 and 2 ≤ sp < n. Let q = sp. Recall the GagliardoNirenberg type embedding [5 
(valid since q > 1). This embedding is continuous in the sense that
On the other hand, since q ≥ 2, a result of Bethuel and Zheng [4] asserts that C
). Combining this with (2.1)-(2.2), we find that 
is a finite union of (n − j − 1)-dimensional cubes, and thus H n−1 (K ) = 0. On the other hand, a straightforward calculation yields 
Proof of Theorem 3 using Theorems 5 and 6
We start by extending a map u ∈ W s,p 
Proof of Theorem 4 using Theorems 5 and 6
We start with the case sp < 1; here, the topological condition is that N is connected, which is satisfied by assumption. As we will see, in this case Ω could be any smooth domain.
If N is a curve, then N is diffeomorphic to S 
(Ω ; N), since π [q] (N) = 0 and Ω is a ball [3] , [17] Proof. When sp < 1, density follows from Theorem 4. When sp ≥ 1, we are in case d) discussed in Section 2 and we still have density.
Approximation by homogeneous extensions
At the end of Section 5, we will present two proofs of Theorem 5. The first one is quite long, but covers all the possible cases and has the advantage of introducing several calculations which will prove useful in Sections 6-8.
The second proof, much shorter, is valid under the additional assumption j ≥ 1. It relies on two rather short calculations and on interpolation. While the same strategy could serve to prove some of the auxiliary results in later sections, e.g. Lemma 8.1, it is unclear whether this approach could be used in obtaining Lemmas 6.2 and 7.3, which are at the heart of the proof of Theorem 6. If interpolation could help in obtaining Lemmas 6.2 and 7.3, then this approach would lead to significantly shorter proofs of Theorems 5 and 6.
For the convenience of the reader, the "long proof" of Theorem 5 is split into two parts: this section is devoted to approximation by piecewise (n − 1)-homogeneous maps. Section 5 treats the case of piecewise j-homogeneous maps, with j ≤ n − 2. The proofs of Theorem 5 are presented at the end of Section 5.
Throughout the remaining sections, C will denote a constant depending only on n, s and p. If necessary, we will enhance the dependence on the parameters by denoting C = C(n, s, p), etc.
If
, one may associate to f a family { f T,ε } T∈R n ,ε>0 of piecewise (n − 1)-homogeneous maps as follows: for each T ∈ R n , there exists exactly one horizontal (=with faces parallel to the coordinate hyperplanes) mesh of size 2ε having T as one of its centers. [The mesh consists of the cubes
We restrict f to the boundary of this mesh, next extend homogeneously this restriction to the cubes of the mesh. The map obtained by this procedure will be denoted f T,ε or simply f T when ε is fixed. Analytically, f T,ε is defined as follows: let | | denote the sup norm in R n . For ε > 0, let
This section is essentially devoted to the proof of
Proof. We will establish the following estimate
where a(ε) → 0 as ε → 0 and
Assume (4.1) proved for the moment. Then (4.2) implies that, for a sequence ε k → 0, we have
The conclusion of Lemma 4.1 is then an immediate consequence of (4.1).
We next turn to the proof of (4.1). A warning about notation. The calculations below will involve multiple integrals. In order to make these calculations easier to follow, an integral of the
For the convenience of the reader, we split the proof of (4.1) into several steps.
Step 1. We have
We note that
Inequality (4.5) implies (4.3) and completes Step 1.
In order to complete the proof of Lemma 4.1, it remains to estimate
, and more specifically to obtain an upper bound of the form B ≤ a(ε) + b(ε), with a and b as in (4.2).
To this end, we use the inequalities
We find that
where
Thus our purpose is to establish the estimates
with a(ε) and b(ε) as in (4.2). Clearly,
Therefore, it remains to estimate I and D.
Step 2. Estimate of I We have
As in the proof of (4.4), we find that
We next introduce a change of variables widely used in what follows. We write Y = δ ω (or
. ., |Y n |} and |ω| = 1. We will denote the new variables δ and ω as polar coordinates. These are not the "Euclidean" polar coordinates, but rather "cubic" polar coordinates adapted to the norm | |. Let us note that the Jacobian of these coordinates is still δ n−1 dδdω.
In polar coordinates, the expression of I becomes
Since clearly
we find that
and thus I satisfies (4.8).
Step 3. Estimate of D We start by noting that, if X ∈ Q ε (T + 2εK ) and
Therefore,
We estimate separately each D L . We consider two cases: L = 0 and |L| = 1.
Step 3.1.
, we have
In polar coordinates, we obtain
, we find that
In order to complete Step 3.1, we will use Lemma 4.2. Assume that sp < n. Then, for |ω| = |σ| = 1, we have
Remark 4.3. In the proof of Lemma 4.1, the condition sp < n is used only to obtain (4.13) and its more general form (4.17).
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We have
Thus,
(here, we use the fact that sp < n).
We complete the proof of Lemma 4.2 by establishing the following inequality.
(4.14)
Indeed, if |ω−σ| ≥ 1 20 , inequality (4.14) is clear, since in this case we have |ω−τσ| ≥ C, for 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1.
Let now |ω − σ| < 1 20 . We split F = F 1 + F 2 , where
On the one hand, we have
On the other hand, when 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 we have
Thus
We obtain (4.14) when |ω − σ| < 1 20 combining (4.15) with (4.16).
The proof of Lemma 4.2 is complete.
Remark 4.4.
For further use, we note that the proof of Lemma 4.2 shows that (4.14) holds under more general assumptions on ω and σ. More specifically, if sp < n then we have
(4.17)
Step 3.1 continued. Recall that we want to establish an estimate of the form
By (4.12) and Lemma 4.2, we have
Here is another lemma needed in Step 3.1.
Here, we use the standard notation λ j = (λ 1 , . . ., λ j−1 , λ j+1 , . . ., λ n ). The vector ω j is defined simlarly, and we let λ − ω j = λ j − ω j .
Proof of Lemma 4.5. We have
(4.20)
We first estimate E j,l for j = l. Assume e.g. Let now j = l. Assume e.g. j = l = n. Since ω n = ±ε and λ n = ω n ± ε, we have λ n ∈ {−2ε, 0, 2ε}. Therefore, Step 3.1 continued. Recall that we look for an estimate of the form
By (4.18) and Lemma 4.5 applied with
In view of the above, we will establish estimates of the form P ≤ a(ε) + b(ε), where P is one of the P 0 , P j,0 , P j,±2ε .
Estimate of
(4.24)
Estimate of P j,2ε . (A similar estimate holds for P j,−2ε .) Assume e.g. j = n. Then
(4.25)
In order to estimate P n,0 , we rely on a variant of a well-known lemma due to Besov [1, proof of Lemma 7.44, p. 208], more precisely Lemma 4.6. We have, for 1 ≤ l ≤ n,
The standard form of Lemma 4.6 corresponds corresponds to l = 1. The proof we present below for arbitrary l is essentially the same as for l = 1. 
Proof of Lemma 4.6. For λ
By taking the average integral of (4.28) in V over Q , we find that
Noting that |V −U| ≤ |λ ′ |, we obtain
The proof of Lemma 4.6 is complete.
Step 3.1. completed. Lemma 4.6 and (4.26) imply that
Step 3.1 is now complete.
Step
and |L| = 1. Similarly to Step 3.1, we will establish an estimate of the form
To estimate D L , we rely on a variant of Lemma 4.2 (which formally corresponds to L = 0 in (4.29)). Lemma 4.7. Assume that sp < n. For |ω| = |σ| = 1 and L ∈ Z n with |L| = 1 we have
Proof of Lemma 4.7. We have
We claim that
Indeed, when 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1/2, inequality (4.31) is clear, since in this case we have |tω − σ − 2L| ≤ 4 and
Assume now τ ≥ 1/2. We consider the map
It is easy to check that ϕ is well-defined, in the sense that
Note that, in Q 1 (2L) Q 1/2 (2L), ϕ is the radial projection centered at 2L on ∂Q 1 (2L). Clearly, ϕ is Lipschitz. Inequality (4.31) for 1/2 ≤ τ ≤ 1 is now obvious, since it reads
Combining (4.30) and (4.31), we obtain
Applying (4.17) with ω replaced by σ + 2L and σ replaced by ω (here, we use sp < n), we obtain (4.29) from (4.17) and (4.32). The proof of Lemma 4.7 is complete.
Step 3.2 continued. We continue our way to an estimate of the form
We combine (4.33) with the following straightforward variant of Lemma 4.5, whose proof is left to the reader:
with |L| = 1 we have
Step 3.2 completed. By (4.33) and Lemma 4.8, we obtain , approximation by piecewise homogeneous maps fails. The special case we treat below (p = 1, n = 2) is easily generalized to any dimension or p. Proof. We argue by contradiction and assume that there exists a sequence {u k } of piecewise 1-homogeneous maps associated to meshes contained in (−1, 2)
. Let 2l k (with l k ≤ 2) be the size of the squares in C k and set
Clearly, there is some l 0 > 0 such that
We distinguish two possibilities: 
a.e. in X . Therefore,
the last inequality follows by scaling. Using (4.36), we find that
Thus, for large k, we are in
Possibly after passing to a subsequence, we may assume that:
b) All the meshes C k contain the same number of squares, say m.
c) The centers of the squares
. By (4.37) and dominated convergence, we have
This contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 4.9.
A more general approximation method
The approximation method described in Section 4 goes as follows: fix some ε > 0 and T ∈ R n .
Consider the mesh C n of n-dimensional cubes of sidelength 2ε having T as one of the centers. Let C n−1 be the (n − 1)-dimensional skeleton associated to this mesh, i.e., C n−1 is the union of the boundaries of the cubes in C n . Let H n be the mapping that associates to every g : C n−1 → R m its homogeneous extension (on each cube of C n ) to R n . Lemma 4.1 asserts that, if 0 < s < 1, sp < n and
We will describe below a more general situation. We start by defining the lower dimensional skeletons associated to C n . This is done by backward induction: C n−2 = C n−2,T is the union of the (n − 2)-dimensional boundaries of the cubes in C n−1 = C n−1,T , and so on. For g :
H j+1 (g) be its homogeneous extension to C j+1 .
Let 0 ≤ j < n. For ε > 0 and T ∈ R n , we associate to each map f :
We start by deriving a useful formula for f T . For this purpose and for further use, we start by introducing some (slightly abusive) notation that we discuss in some length in the next four paragraphs.
In order to keep notation easier to follow, we will sometimes denote a point in Q ε by X n rather than X . We denote by X n−1 the radial projection (centered at 0) of X n ∈ Q ε onto the (n−1)-skeleton of ∂Q ε ∩ C n−1,0 of Q ε ; this projection is defined except when X n = 0. The abuse of notation is that . This is consistent with the projection we defined when j = n − 1 and makes sense for
With the above notation, formula (5.1) is equivalent to
Our next task is to derive a convenient formula for X j . We consider the following a.e. partition of Q ε :
Here, S n− j,n = {σ : {1, . . ., n − j} → {1, . . ., n}; σ into }. A point X n ∈ Q ε belongs to Q ε,q,σ provided:
Analytically, this means that Q ε,q,σ is defined by the inequalities
Similary, one may check that the projection of
, with
and so on. In particular, (5.
This section is essentially devoted to the proof of the following generalization of Lemma 4.1.
. Then there are sequences
Note that Lemma 4.1 corresponds to j = n − 1. .7)). In order to facilitate the presentation we use the same notation as in Section 4, and follow the steps in Section 4. Let us recall that our goal is to obtain estimates of the form
with I, J, D L analogous to the quantities introduced in the previous section, and a(ε) and b(ε) satisfying (4.2).
Indeed, as in the proof of (4.3) we find that
Since X n ∈ Q ε ⇒ X n − X j ∈ Q ε , the argument used in the proof of (4.3) yields (5.4).
Step 2. Estimate of I In our situation, I is given by
It is convenient to split the integralQ
We estimate, e.g., the integral I corresponding to q i = 1, σ(i) = i, ∀ i ∈ 1, n − j , the other terms being similar. If we set Z := X j − X n , then
The following properties are straightforward:
the Jacobian of the mapping Z → X is given by
Since for any Z satisfying (5.6) we have
Estimate of D
With D L as in (4.11), we have
Step 3.1. Estimate of D 0 Recall that
If we take the partition (5.3) of Q ε into account, we find that
We next consider a convenient parametrization of Q ε,q,σ , given by
In particular, X j depends only on the ω l 's, not on the t i 's; this will be used to give a meaning to (5.12) below.
We consider a similar parametrization of C ε,r,τ , the t's being replaced by u's and the ω's by λ's. We use the following compact notations:
Note that X j depends only on ω, σ and q; similarly, Y j is expressed in terms of λ, τ and r. With the convention that 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 stands for 0 ≤ t i ≤ 1 for each i, we find that
We rely on the following generalization of Lemma 4.2.
The case j = n − 1 corresponds to Lemma 4.2.
Proof. We note that inequality (5.13) makes sense, since X j (respectively Y j ) depends only on ω (respectively λ). On the other hand, the formula that gives k(ω, λ) does not depend on ε; neither does the r.h.s. of (5.13). Thus, when we estimate k(ω, λ), we may assume that ε = 1. We proceed by induction on n: assuming that (5.13) holds for all integers m ≤ n−1 and all j ≤ m−1, we prove it for n and each j ≤ n − 1. Note that the case n = 1 (and j = 0) is covered by Lemma 4.2.
Using the fact that |X n−1 | = |Y n−1 | = 1 and Lemma 4.2, we find that
(5.14)
If j = n − 1, then (5.14) is the desired inequality. Assume j < n − 1. Then (5.14) implies that
Next we note that one of the three cases occurs.
Case 3. σ(1) = τ(1).
We will estimate the right-hand side of (5.15) in each of these cases. is 1, so that
The vectors X n−1 1 and Y n−1 1 belong to R n−1 and are obtained from ω and λ via (5.10), with an obvious shift in the indices of the coordinates and with n replaced by n − 1. Thus, in this case, (5.13) follows from (5.15) and the fact that the conclusion of the lemma holds for n − 1 and j. , we find that, with t = (t 3 , . . ., t n− j ) and u = (u 3 , . . ., u n− j ), we have
If j = n − 2, then we are done. Otherwise, we continue as in the estimate of (5.15), distinguishing at each step the three cases mentioned before (and using again the induction assumption when encountering Case 1). At the end of this process, we are led to
assuming the same inequality valid up to n − 1.
The proof of Lemma 5.2 is complete.
As promised, we now established (5.18). 
We are in position to apply (4.17) since sp < n − 1.
Let P be the radial projection centered at e 2 of Q 1 \ {e 2 } onto K . Step 3.1 continued. Recall that we want to establish an estimate of the form
For this purpose, we start by establishing (5.27), which is the analog of (4.23) adapted to the case of a general j.
By Lemma 5.2 and (5.12), we find that
Estimate (5.24) leads to the following:
Here,
Indeed, inequality (5.25) is easily proved by noting that
For further use, let us prove that
To see this, we note that on the one hand we have
2 P is given by the formula P(X ) = e 2 + τ(X − e 2 ), where τ is the only number ≥ 1 such that |e 2 + τ(X − e 2 )| = 1.
On the other hand, clearly #(σ, τ) 2 ≤ n − j. If we insert (5.25) into (5.24) and next take the sum over q, σ, r, τ and use (5.26), we obtain the following analog of (4.23):
We complete the proof of Step 3.1 by estimating each D 0,k,A . By symmetry, it suffices to estimate the integrals
In this case, we have
By Lemma 4.6, we have
Using again Lemma 4.6, we find
Case 2. l > 0 In this case we have |ω| = 2ε. We set V = U + 2εe 1 + · · · + 2εe l and ω ′ = (ω k ) k∈ l+m+1,n . Since
Estimate of P 0 . We have
here, we used Lemma 4.6.
Estimate of P 1 . (The estimates of P 2 , . . ., P l are similar.) By Lemma 4.6, we have
Case 3. l = m = 0 In this case, the inequality
Step 3.1 is complete.
The proof is essentially the same as for D 0 . One has to use instead of Lemma 5.2 the following 
Here, D 0 is as in (5.24), and the quantities D L are defined similarly (this is implicit in Step 3.2). The numbers a(ε) and b(ε) satisfy (4.2). If we adapt the averaged estimates leading to the existence of b(ε) (more specifically, to the estimates of P 0 , of P 1 , and of I 0,m with m < n − j), we see that, for a fixed ε, there exists some
(5.29)
In order to justify the above, we examine e.g. the case of I 0,m and of P 1 , the other cases being similar.
By (5.28) and Lemma 4.6, we have
.
We next estimate P 1 . We may assume that ε = 1/2. We start from the following Poincaré type inequality for functions g : R → R [6] 
Integration of (5.31) with respect to σ leads tô
and thus The conclusion of this remark will be needed in order to complete the proof of Lemma 6.1 below.
We end this section with the
) be an extension of f , not necessarily F-valued. We apply Lemma 5.1 to g. Let g k = g T k ,ε k and let C (k) be the mesh of size 2ε k having T k as one of its centers. We take f k = g k |C k , where C k is the union of cubes in C (k) which are contained in ω.
Clearly, for large k the maps f k have all the desired properties.
Short proof of Theorem 5 when 1 ≤ sp < n. We consider the mappings f
Here, f T,ε is the piecewise j-homogeneous extension associated to T and ε as in this section.
Step 1. Estimate for s = 0 By estimate (4.5) (which holds for an arbitrary j), for 1 ≤ q < ∞ we have
Step 2. Estimate for s = 1 Let 1 ≤ r < j + 1. We claim that
In view of Step 1, in order to obtain (5.35) it suffices to establish, with C = C(n, j, r), the estimateQ
We next observe that it suffices to prove (5.36) when f ∈ C ∞ c . Indeed, assuming for the moment that (5.36) holds for such f , Step 1 combined with (5.36) for f ∈ C ∞ c and with a standard limiting argument implies that (5.36) holds for every f ∈ W 1,r . We finally turn to the proof of (5.36) when f ∈ C ∞ c . We use the same notation as at the beginning of this section: we set U = T + 2εK , with K ∈ Z n , and we let X n be a point in Q ε , whose projection on the j-skeleton of
. Then for a.e. X n ∈ Q ε we have
(5.37)
We claim that (5.37) holds also in the sense of distributions. Indeed, let C ℓ,V ,ε denote the ℓ-skeleton obtained from the mesh of cubes of radius ε having V as one of its centers. With this notation, the map f T is locally Lipschitz in R n \ C n− j−1,W,ε , where W = T + (ε, . . ., ε). [ The skeleton E = C n− j−1,W,ε is the "dual skeleton" of C j,T,ε .] This observation leads to the validity of (5.37) in the sense of distributions in R n \ E . On the other hand, as we will see in a moment, we have
In view of (5.38) and the fact that f is compactly supported, we have
[Here, we also use the fact that j ≥ 1 and thus E is a union of m-planes, with
In order to obtain (5.37), it then suffices to invoke (5.39) and Lemma 2.1. [Note that this lemma applies to our situation since j ≥ 1.] In view of the above, it suffices to prove that
and to obtain, on the way, the estimate (5.38). Splitting, in (5.40), the integral in X n as a sum over
and over σ ∈ S n− j,n , it suffices, by symmetry, to consider the case where X n belongs to Q ε,q,σ , with
With q and σ as above, every X n ∈ Q ε,q,σ satisfies
By (5.37), (5.41) and (5.42), for a.e. X n ∈ Q ε,q,σ we have
In particular, (5.43) and the fact that
lead to (5.38). In view of (5.43), in order to prove (5.40) it suffices to prove that
We let X ′ = (X 1 , . . ., X n− j ) and Z ′′ = (Z n− j+1 , . . ., Z n ), where
We set
Then with the change of variables
and with W as in (5.45) we have
If we calculate, in (5.46), the integral with respect to X ′ and use the assumption r < j + 1, we find (after summation in K ) that
Step 2 is now completed.
Step 3. Estimate for 0 < s < 1 (provided sp ≥ 1 and sp < j + 1) Let 0 < s < 1, 1 ≤ p < ∞ and j ∈ 1, n − 1 be such that sp < j + 1. Pick 1 < q < ∞ and 1 < r < j + 1 such that
This is always possible. Indeed, since sp < j + 1 we may pick some r such that max 1
and for any such r the couple (q, r), with q determined by (5.47), has all the required properties. 
(5.51) By (5.34), (5.35) and (5.51), we find that
, with C independent of ε. (5.52) [In principle, the constant C in (5.52) may depend on ε, since we apply the interpolation result (5.50) in an ε-dependent domain. The fact that C does not depend on ε is obtained by a straightforward scaling argument: we consider, instead of F ε , the map
We
Though this is not needed in order to understand the remaining part of this article, we pause here to comment the definition of W s,p j , which is inspired by Hang and Lin [17, Section 3] and also by [13] . [17] 
and ℓ ≤ j, then the restriction of f to an ℓ-dimensional cube C of the mesh have traces), one may prove that condition (6.4) implies (6.5).
When sp = 1, we are in a limiting case of the trace theory: maps in W 1/p,p do not have traces, but sometimes have "good restrictions" [13, Appendix B] . In this case, condition (6.4) implies that f |C ℓ−1 is the good restriction to C ℓ−1 of f |C ℓ (which is the substitute of (6.5) when sp = 1).
When sp < 1, one may still view (6.4) as a substitute of (6.5). Note however that in this case condition (6.4) is very mild, since the value of f at the interior of C ℓ combined with condition (6.4) does not determine ( H ℓ−1 -a.e.) the value of f on C ℓ−1 . As we will see in the next section, property (6.4) is essential in the proof of Lemma 7.1. Let s, p be such that 1 ≤ sp < n. Let j be an integer such that sp < j + 1 ≤ n. For such j, we consider f T,ε as in Section 5. Combining Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 with the fact that, by the proof of Lemma 5.1, there exists a sequence ε k → 0 such that
we obtain the following Corollary 6.3. Let s, p, j be such that 1
The remaining part of this section is devoted to the proofs of Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2. A word about the proofs. Many of the calculations we need in Sections 6-8 are quite close to the ones in Section 5. For such calculations, we point to the analog formulas in Section 5 and omit part of details.
We will use the same notation as in Section 5, and more specifically as in Step 3.1 in the proof of Lemma 5.1; see on the one hand (5.8) and (5.9), and on the other hand (5.10) and the derivation of (5.12) starting from (5.10).
Proof of Lemma 6.1.
We establish here the identitŷ
Indeed, arguing as in the proof of (5.8) and (5.12) and with X j as in (5.11), we havê
[The constant 2 j−n comes from the fact that on the right-hand side of (6.7) the integral over a
times.] In order to obtain (6.6), it suffices to observe that the last integral in (6.7) does not depend on ω.
Step 2. Averaged estimate of
We have
. . .
We first note that
By (6.9) and Step 1, we havê
We next note that (with notation as in (5.11) and (5.12)) Integrating (6.11), we find that 
We complete the proof of Lemma 6.1 using (6.8), (6.10) and (6.13).
Proof of Lemma 6.2. Step 1. A dimensional reduction
Assume for the moment that we proved the following estimate (with X n−1 * the projection of X n * onto C n−1,T,ε ):
(6.14)
Then we claim that the conclusion of the lemma holds. Indeed, if j ∈ 1, n − 1 then (6.14) applied with n = j and with R n replaced by the intersection of C j,T with the j-dimensional plane
leads (after the use of the Fubini theorem in the variables T l with l ∈ I and summation in I) tô
We then obtain the conclusion of Lemma 6.2 using (6.15) and Lemma 6.1.
Step 2. Proof of (6.14) We follow Step 2 in the proof of Lemma 4.1 in Section 4. Following the calculation (4.9), the left-hand side I of (6.14) satisfies
We obtain (6.14) by noting that
Approximation of maps defined on good skeletons
Throughout the next two sections, we take 0 < s < 1, 1 ≤ p < ∞, j ∈ 1, n − 1 and we use the same notation as in Sections 5 and 6. We consider a fixed finite submesh C of C n and a map g :
For such maps, we define the norm 
In this section, we adapt to the fractional Sobolev case some approximation techniques of maps defined on skeletons devised by Hang and Lin [17, Section 3] . The main result is the following
Two difficulties arise in the proof of Lemma 7.1. The first one is to show that R m -valued maps
can be approximated by Lipschitz maps. This is already a non trivial task. An additional difficulty occurs when g is N-valued. In this case, we have to prove approximation with N-valued Lipschitz maps.
It will be convenient to start by reducing Lemma 7.1 to a slightly easier to prove statement.
Lemma 7.2. Let 0 < s < 1, 1 ≤ p < ∞ and j ∈ N be such that 1 ≤ j ≤ sp < n. Let N be a compact manifold without boundary embedded in R m . Let δ > 0 be sufficiently small and define 
. We note that g = Π(g), and that g k is clearly Lipschitz. In order to conclude, it suffices to invoke the continuity of the map
This is standard for maps in smooth domains; see e.g. [5, Proof of (5.43), p. 56] for a slightly more general continuity result. The argument in [5] adapts readily to maps defined on C j ∩ C .
We next turn our attention to the proof of Lemma 7.2. Since C and j are fixed, we will simplify the notation and omit "C j ∩ C " in the norms and function spaces. With no loss of generality, we may assume that ε = 1. For the convenience of the reader, we start by stating the main technical ingredients required in the proof of Lemma 7.2. Before proceeding, let us define "a cube in C ℓ " (or "an ℓ-dimensional cube in C ℓ ") by backward induction as follows. A cube in C n is any cube of the mesh C n . A cube in C n−1 is any of the 2 n faces of a cube in C n . For ℓ ≤ n − 2, a cube in C ℓ is any of the 2 ℓ+1 faces of any cube in C ℓ+1 . Let g :
We now define a convenient approximation g µ of g. For 0 < µ < 1 and X j ∈ C, we set
This definition is inspired by the "filling a hole" technique of Brezis and Li [11] . See also [17, Lemma 3.1] and, in the context of fractional spaces, [13, Appendix D] .
We have the following result, whose proof is postponed to the end of this section.
[Here, we do not require
) be a standard mollifier and set
. We let C and 0 C be as above. Given g :
define, with a slight abuse of notation and after identifying the j-plane containing C with
We note that for small t the quantity
is well-defined in C j ∩ C . We also let
We now state a standard result on the approximation by smoothing in fractional Sobolev spaces, whose straightforward proof is left to the reader.
[Here, we do not require j ≤ sp.]
We next present another auxiliary result, which is a rather easy consequence of Lemma 7.10 (which is fully proved below) and whose proof (granted Lemma 7.10) is left to the reader. Given f : C j−1 ∩ C , we consider its homogeneous extension g to C j ∩ C . Let η be as above. We assume in addition that η = 1 near the origin. This implies that the map
is well-defined in each point. 
[Here, we do not require j ≤ sp.] The final auxiliary result is deeper, and was essentially observed by Schoen and Uhlenbeck [26] . For the fractional version we present below, see [15, Example 2, p. 210, and eqn (7), p. 206]. The argument in [15] (where maps are defined in domains) adapts readily to the case of maps defined on skeletons. Lemma 7.6. Let 0 < s < 1 and 1 ≤ p < ∞ be such that sp < n. Let j ∈ N be such that 1 ≤ j ≤ sp. Let g ∈ W s,p (C j ∩ C ; N). Let 0 < t < 1 and let δ > 0 be arbitrarily small (but fixed). Let M be as in (7.2) and g * ρ t be as in (7.3) . Then, for sufficiently small t, we have
[Here, we do require j ≤ sp.]
Proof of Lemma 7.2 using . The proof relies on two ingredients: approximation of maps as in Lemma 7.3 and induction on j.
Step 1. Proof of the lemma for j = 1 By Lemma 7.3, it suffices to prove the lemma when g is replaced by g µ . Since j = 1 and thus C 0 ∩ C is a finite collection of points, this simply means that we may assume that g is constant near each point in C 0 ∩ C : there exists some µ > 0 such that
When 0 < t < µ/3, the map
is well-defined everywhere, and is clearly Lipschitz. Moreover, by Lemma 7.4 and the choice of η, we have
It remains to prove that, for small t, we have
By Lemma 7.6, property (7.6) holds when |X
Clearly, (7.6) holds also when |X
Step 2. Proof of the lemma for j ≥ 2 Let f be the restriction of g to C j−1 ∩ C . By Lemma 7.3, we may assume that there exists some
We argue by induction on j. By the induction hypothesis and the reduction of Lemma 7.1 to Lemma 7.2, the map f (which clearly belongs to W s,p j−1
With η as in Step 1 and 0 < t < µ/3, we define the Lipschitz maps
By Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5, we have
In order to complete Step 2 it remains to prove that, for large k and sufficiently small t (possibly depending on k) we have
As in Step 1, (7.8) holds when |X 
By (7.7) and the continuity of f , for every fixed k we have
uniformly in the set
We complete the proof of (7.8) using (7.9) and (7.10).
In order to complete the proof of Lemma 7.2, it remains to proceed to the Proof of Lemma 7.3 . We may assume that ε = 1 and that T = 0. We set
If C is a cube in C j and 0 < µ < µ 0 < 1, then we define
[For a more general property, see (7.16) below.] It thus remains to prove that We have to prove that I E, E → 0, I E, F → 0 and I F, F → 0 as µ → 0.
Step 1. For every cube C in C j ∩ C we have I C,C → 0 as µ → 0 Indeed, we may assume that C is open, and then we identify C with the unit cube Q 1 ⊂ R 
Clearly, estimate (7.30) holds when C∩C ′ = (since both sides of (7.30) are bounded from above and below by finite positive constants). We may thus assume that C ∩ C ′ = .
(7.31)
In this case, the idea is to mimic the proof of the estimate (4.14).
Step 1 in the proof of (7.30). We claim that, assuming ( The proof of (7.32) relies on the following geometrically clear inequality, whose proof is postponed. Step 2 in the proof of (7.30). In view of (7.32), we have reduced (7.30) to (7.37) Estimate (7.34) follows from (7.36) and (7.37).
In order to complete Step 4, it remains to proceed to the Proof of Lemma 7.11 . Let E = C ∩ C ′ , and let ℓ be the Hausdorff dimension of E. Let us note that E is a cube in C ℓ . After translation and permutation of the coordinates, we may identify E with a cube in R By symmetry and after passing to a subsequence, we may assume that
Using (7.40), we obtain that W = T (and µ = 1). However, this cannot happen. Indeed, since Step 4 is complete.
Step 5 The key ingredient in the proof of (7.43) is the following
Proof. When L = M, the conclusion is given by Lemma 5.2. When |L − M| = 1, this is Lemma 5.4. Finaly, when |L − M| ≥ 2, both sides of (8.3) are bounded from above and from below, with finite positive bounds depending on C (and thus on ε) but independent of L, M, X n and Y n .
Step 2 completed. 
